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ACCESS2HEALTH – EGÉSZSÉGÜGYI BEAVATKOZÁSOKHOZ VALÓ 

HOZZÁFÉRÉS JAVÍTÁSA A HATÁR KÉT OLDALÁN  

PROJEKT SZÁMA: SKHU/1902/4.1/049 

PRESS RELEASE 

The Interreg V-A Slovakia-Hungary Cooperation Program call SKHU/1902 entitled 

“Access2Health - Improving access to health interventions on both sides of the border” aims to 

establish cross-border co-operation between health care institutions for joint patient care. 

CSPmed Kft, based in Miskolc, participated in the cooperation on the Hungarian side, and the 

Polyclinic in Nagykapos on the Slovak side, with the participation of the Erzsébet Hospital in 

Sátoraljaújhely. 

Within the framework of the program, CSPmed Kft (3525 Miskolc, Kis-Hunyad utca 45 fsz. 3) 

acquired a multifunctional laser system, which can be used in surgeries and for the treatment of 

complications, scars, skin lesions and ulcers in the hospital in Sátoraljaújhely. The institution 

in Nagykapos procured a digital X-ray machine and sick beds from the provided source. 

During the project, an exchange of professional experience took place at the Sátoraljaújhely 

Hospital, and the results were presented at the Polyclinic in Nagykapos. With the help of the 

equipment procured during the project, the path of patient care will be shortened, and the 

treatment of diagnosed patients in Slovakia in Hungary can also be realized with the laser 

system procured by CSPmed Kft. 

The final press conference will take place on 31 May 2022 at 10 am in the Szent Anna Kolping 

House (Miskolc, Szent Anna tér 1), during which CSPmed Kft. Will report on the events and 

results of the project. 

 

Data: 

Title of the program: "Access2Health - Facilitating access to health interventions on both sides 

of the border" (SKHU / 1902 / 4.1 / 049) 
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Period of implementation: 01.10.2020-31.05.2022 

Lead beneficiary: CSPmed Kft (ERDF support amount: 118 150 Euro) 

Beneficiary: Vel’ké Kapusany - Polyclinic (ERDF grant amount: 170 000 Euro) 

Total budget: 339 000 Euro 

ERDF support amount: 288 150 Euro 

The program is supported by the European Union and co-financed by the European Regional 

Development Fund. 

More information can be found on the website of CSPmed Kft.: 

http://www.cspmed.hu/palyazat 
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